Mahmood Hussain Law firm
One of the leading legal services
providers in the UAE
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INTRODUCTION
Mahmood Hussain Advocates and Legal Consultancy LLC (MHLF) was founded in
September 2012 by Dr. Mahmoud Hussain. Since then, the firm has grown to be one
of UAE’s leading legal service provider, an active boutique firm with international
exposure and expertise that focuses on select clients and quality mandates.
The firm is distinguished for providing solution-oriented and value-adding
services to its clients with strong knowledge and understanding of Clients
business and commercial needs. This success is attributed to the nationally and
internationallytrained team of regional and global lawyers. MHLF proudly is
supported with strategic and planning expertise which is essential for conflict
resolution, corporate, policies development and legislative services.
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ABOUT US
The firm is now well established and

equipped with international highly

developments of their cases as they

recognized as an arbitration and conflict

rewarded lawyers registered by different

arise. This allows us to come up with the

resolution expert in commercial and

legal bodies such as England & wales

best available strategies.

corporate matters and noticeable in

Courts, Indian Bar association, French,

providing comprehensive legal solutions

Lebanese and other jurisdictions, the

for complex legal challenges.

firm today celebrates its diversity not

The team is dedicated and has extensive
knowledge on UAE laws. MHLF lawyers
also have the skills to blend international
best practices into their services, which
helps meet the region’s unique needs.
The firm specializes in providing
advice on mergers and acquisitions,
complex business transactions which
include but not limited to private
equity deals, corporate governance,
and legal structuring.

ability to access different legal systems
with capability to maintain more than
10 different languages and dialogs

of developing legal strategies to help
our clients win. We adapt to challenges
regardless of the case complexity, the
adversary, or legal issue involved.

so to assure that MHLF clients are

MHLF has a long-standing reputation of

served by international standards

having talented lawyers ready to provide

with local knowledge.

the best legal advice.

We ensure that we exceed client

Our clients understand that no matter

expectations. Our team of lawyers and

the problem, MHLF will tailor a solution

staff are rewarded to provide expert

that speaks to their specific need(s).

solutions that fulfill client’s goals. The

Over the years, MHLF has nurtured

need them to be ready to offer expert

and grown a client base that includes

legal representation.

corporations, LLCs, family-owned
businesses, private and public stock
companies, and governmental and semigovernmental bodies.

At MHLF, is part of the UAE global
success and international business
platform we adopt the highest level of
professionalism. We ensure our clients’
needs are met and preserve their valued

The uniqueness of MHLF legal experts

secrets. We are all about transparent

can be seen in their focus on client

communication and ensuring that

satisfaction. As a UAE based law firm

clients are informed about the
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high net worth individuals, major
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C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E
Mahmood Hussain Advocates and Legal

The team is dedicated and has extensive knowledge

The uniqueness of MHLF legal experts can be seen

Consultancy LLC (MHLF) was founded in September

on UAE laws. MHLF lawyers also have the skills to

in their focus on client satisfaction. As a UAE based

2012 by Dr. Mahmoud Hussein. Since then, the firm

blend international best practices into their services,

law firm equipped with international highly rewarded

has grown to be one of UAE’s leading legal service

which helps meet the region’s unique needs.

lawyers registered by different legal bodies such

provider, an active boutique firm with international
exposure and expertise that focuses on select clients
and quality mandates.

The firm specializes in providing advice on mergers
and acquisitions, complex business transactions
which include but not limited to private equity deals,

The firm is distinguished for providing solution
oriented and value-adding services to its clients
with strong knowledge and understanding of Clients
business and commercial needs. This success is
attributed to the nationally and internationally-trained
team of regional and global lawyers. MHLF proudly is
supported with strategic and planning expertise which

corporate governance, and legal structuring.

as England & wales Courts, Indian Bar association,
French, Lebanese and other jurisdictions, the firm
today celebrates its diversity not only on the ethnic
backgrounds but the ability to access different legal
systems with capability to maintain more than 10

Over the years, MHLF has nurtured and grown a client

different languages and dialogs so to assure that

base that includes high net worth individuals, major

MHLF clients are served by international standards

corporations, LLCs, family-owned businesses, private

with local knowledge.

and public stock companies, and governmental and
semi-governmental bodies.

We ensure that we exceed client expectations.
Our team of lawyers and staff are rewarded to provide

is essential for conflict resolution, corporate, policies

expert solutions that fulfill client’s goals. The team is

development and legislative services.

available when and where you need them to be ready
to offer expert legal representation.

The firm is now well established and recognized
as an arbitration and conflict resolution expert in
commercial and corporate matters and noticeable in
providing comprehensive legal solutions for complex
legal challenges.
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OVERVIEW

OUR MISSION

FA C T S & N U M B E R S

Mahmood Hussain Advocates and Legal Consultancy

To Promote the Firm sustainable growth through

TMHLF has over time evolved to become one of UAE’s

LLC (MHLF) has over the years become known for

internationally recognized brand , an effective legal

most sort after legal services providers.

providing high-end solutions to legal problems.

services and an efficient service process hence to

The firm ensures that all clients, whether local or

serve clients with the best global practices while

regional, achieve desired results.

helping them achieve their interests and aspirations.

Starting with only three employees, the firm now
has a total of 35 employees. It has 21 lawyers and six
partners. The growth of MHLF team is noticed in a

We are equipped and enjoy most dynamic, skilled

very specialized and non- traditional areas such as fine

and effective Litigation and Arbitration experts in

art laws, media and intellectual property, fintech and

different fields, however, our lawyers and staff have

OUR VISION

finance, smart innovation, family offices and trust with

unprecedented experience in negotiations, dealing

a focus in the development of legislative frameworks

with legal issues and litigations. We do this by first

services. However, the expertise of conflict resolution

mastering our client’s business and their working

To become a UAE tier 1 law firm that provides efficient

services, employment, corporate and commercial such

environment.

and dynamic legal services and practical conflict

as M&A and hospitality are remain to be the top of its

resolution solutions for its clients by 2021.

peers in the UAE local firm matrix.

This enables us to partner with the client in pursuing
the best strategic actions that steer them away from

The global gender gap report 2017, ranks the UAE as

all legal challenges encountered during business

the second highest Arab country to offer women the

operations.

O U R VA L U E S

same rights as men. Women today represent 46.6
percent of the labour force in the UAE. At MHLF, we
believe in giving women the same opportunities as

Thus, our focus in building customized, personalized,

men. Out of the 21 lawyers

while adhering to the company’s core values of
integrity, honor, objectivity, credibility, and impartiality
remain to be our concrete base.
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THE TEAM

DR. MAHMOUD HUSSEIN

HAFIDH THANI

KUSHAGRA ARORA

GLORIA ESTOLANO

Fo unding Partner
+97 1 4 4228410
mahmood@mahmoodhussain.net

M an a g in g Pa r t n er
+97 1 4 4 22841 0
hafidh@mahmoodhussain.net

Co - Fo u n d er a n d Pa rtner
+ 97 1 4 4 22841 0
kushagra@mahmoodhussain.net

Strateg i c Pa rtner Emp l oy ment Law
+97 1 4 4228 41 0
gloria@mahmoodhussain.net

FATIMA HUSSAIN

EL SAYED MOHAMED

ZAID ALI WANI

SRIDEVI SIDHARTHAN

Pa rtner Designate
+97 1 4 4228410
fatima@mahmoodhussain.net

A ss o c iate Pa r t n er
+97 1 4 4 22841 0
sayyed@mahmoodhussain.net

P r in c ip a l A ss o c iate
+ 97 1 4 4 22841 0
z a id @ ma h mo o d husa sa i n.net

Pri nc i p a l Assoc i ate
+97 1 4 4228 41 0
sridevi@mahmoodhusasain.net
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THE TEAM

AYESHA ZIA

TAHA SHARAF

OMAR ABOU RESLAN

MOHAMMED ELSAYED

S e nior A ssociate
+97 1 4 4228410
ayesha@mahmoodhusasain.net

Exe cu t ive A ss o c iate
+97 1 4 4 22841 0
t aha @ ma h mo o d h u s a s a in . n et

E xecu t ive A ss o c iate
+ 97 1 4 4 22841 0
omar@mahmoodhusasain.net

Assoc i ate
+97 1 4 4228 41 0
moha mmed @ma hmood hussa i n.net

AHMED ELMAHDY

NATHAN BAIKIE

MOHAMMED EL-DAKAMAWY

NADIA RIDWAN SIMPSON

Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
ahmed@mahmoodhussain.net

A ss o c iate
+97 1 4 4 22841 0
nathan@mahmoodhussain.net

A ss o c iate
+ 97 1 4 4 22841 0
mohamed@mahmoodhussain.net

Assoc i ate
+97 1 4 4228 41 0
na d i a @ma hmood hussa i n.net
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THE TEAM

MOHAMED METAWEA
Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
m e t awea@mahmo od h u ss ai n .n e t
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INSURANCE
Insurance companies aim at making

MHLF offers the policyholder legal

profits and sometimes disputes arise

solutions that help them claim their

when it comes to paying. Handling of

insurance. We have experience

this disputes requires a neutral entity

challenging different kinds of insurance

who is aware of the law and who knows

disputes including property,

how commercial disputes can affect
companies.

automotive, short/long term disability,
business owners, marine insurance

ELSAYED MOHAMED

Our insurance lawyers at Mahmood

Associate Partner
+97 1 4 4228410
sayyed@mahmood h u ss ai n .n e t

Hussain Advocates and Legal

claims, and health or life claims.

Consultancy LLC, have the experience,
skills, and expertise required to costeffectively and quickly solve these
complex disputes.

MOHAMED METAWEA
Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
m e t awea@mahmo od h u ss ai n .n e t
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L I T I G AT I O N
The litigation practice in the

With the aid of our highly experienced

Mahmood Hussain Advocates & Legal

litigation lawyers, we conduct the

Consultancy has been a cornerstone of

following:

the firm’s practice since its inception.
Hence, we grant significant importance
to this sector.

•

Registering Criminal Cases at Court

•

Conducting Claims and/
or Settlements

Our litigation attorneys handle cases

DR. MAHMOUD HUSS EIN

from local litigation to complex

Fo unding Partner
+97 1 4 4228410
mahmood@mahmoodhussain.net

international disputes. Our lawyers have
rights of audience in Dubai Courts,

•

Resolving Civil or Criminal cases
before Courts

all Emirates Courts and Tribunals, the

•

Preparing all kinds of Attachments

Dubai International Financial Centre,

•

Imposing Travel Bans

•

Performing all other necessary

the Rent Committee. As well as the
Dubai International Arbitration Centre
and other national and international

Functions and Procedures necessary

arbitration centers.

to bring a case to a Final Judgment
in our Clients Favor.

Attention to details in all procedure is
vital to the outcome of a case, as well as
meticulous collaboration with our clients
and a well-drafted argumentation.
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A R B I T R AT I O N
By becoming a global community,

with a particular focus on international

DIFC-LCIA, ADGM, ADCCAD, CRCICA

UAE has opened its doors to a host

arbitration, enforcement and cross-border

and the International Chambers of

of people from different nationalities

disputes under various legal systems, and

Commerce (ICC). Our team is efficient in

willing to open businesses, live or

has an expert knowledge in investment

handling arbitrations in global languages

work here. We are agile and seek

arbitration, energy arbitration, litigation

such as English, Arabic and French.

to avoid disputes by proactively

funding and claim assignment methods.

anticipating conflict areas before a
client experiences them. However,
when disputes happen, our team of

ZAID ALI WANI
Pri ncipal Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
za i d @mahmoodhu s as ai n .n e t

dedicated lawyers move to neutralize
any conflicting situation(s).

We regularly act on behalf of the clients

value and complex arbitrations that we

in diverse disputes, both as Counsel

have handled. We have also worked as

and Arbitrators including but not

co-counsel alongside some distinguished

limited to M&A disputes, corporate,

international firms to provide expert

construction, infrastructure, hospitality,

advice on UAE law. We have also a niche

With a distinct team of qualified civil law

insurance, IP, pharmaceutical, banking &

expertise in UAE/GCC laws governed

and common law lawyers and attorneys,

finance, international contracts, trading,

arbitrations, handled in close coordination

our arbitration practice provides

telecommunications sector. Our renowned

with a local civil law team. This separates

operative and tailormade expertise to our

Real Estate Litigation practice is known

us from many firms that do not have

clients. Drawing upon the resources of

for representing reputable developers,

litigation functions or outsource

our network, we deploy teams that are

contractors, investors, and subcontractors

(coordination problems), therefore that

adapted to the specific requirements of

in the UAE.Our lawyers are knowledgeable

lack early involvement of litigation teams

the dispute, in terms of both geographic

in arbitration law in the UAE and under

in the arbitrations and throughout the

as well as industry specific expertise.

major legal systems and have merged with

process till enforcement.

Our objective is to resolve disputes to our
clients’ satisfaction as cost effectively and
efficiently as possible. We have the niche
to develop and implement innovative
commercial solutions for a favorable
outcome for our clients in broad swathe
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Our expertise can be seen in the high

the highly valued culture at the courts. We
have time and time again proved to be
effective at handling arbitration cases. We
have structured negotiation techniques
that enable both parties to commit,
communicate, and negotiate effectively.

of high-profile cases. The firm specializes

Our experience extends to the Dubai

in multiple forms of dispute resolution,

International Arbitration Centre (DIAC),
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legal expert and Sole Arbitrator. Treaty
planning regarding investment protection
mechanisms in multiple jurisdictions and
related DR procedures is another area of
expertise that the firm has.
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C O R P O R AT E / C O M M E R C I A L
Historically Dubai’s economy was built
on the oil industry. However present
development has seen Multinational
Corporations from different sectors like
Information Technology, Media, Banking,
Hospitality and many more come and set
up their businesses in GCC.

SRIDEVI SIDHARTHAN
Pri ncipal Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
sri devi@mahmood h u s as ai n .n e t

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

advice, our clients receive a tailored
manual specific to their needs in light of

MHLF has an enviable Corporate
Governance expertise that has proved to
be the center of high value and complex
corporate advisory matters. The team
has in-depth knowledge and expertise
in all areas of Corporate Governance

Businesses in the UAE need to comply

including development and amendment

with a wide range of procedures and

of corporate governance policies, review

legal processes. At MHLF, we provide

existing policies, map best practices

corporate and commercial advisory

locally and globally, regular disclosure

services to ensure that your business

and implementation of transparency

transactions are conducted smoothly

and accountability procedures for the

and your business interests are

Board of Directors, execution of audit

legally protected.

and internal controls, verification systems

Our strength lies in our in-depth
understanding and knowledge of the
local legal and regulatory environment

new regulations and policies. Additionally,
we maintain constant communication
with regulators within the region,
ensuring we remain on top of corporate
governance requirements.

for conflict of interests and other party
transactions, drafting and implementation
of whistle blowing processes.

which, when coupled with the delivery of

The team boasts of specialized services

our advice in line with international and

involving cross-disciplinary expertise

domestic legal standards, enables us to

in balancing the interests of multiple

provide the most cost-effective, practical

stakeholders. We advise banks, family

and commercial advice whilst ensuring

businesses and public and private

legal objectives are also met.

companies on their corporate governance
practices. Providing more than just
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C O R P O R AT E / C O M M E R C I A L
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING

M&A necessitate the depth of

Looking at revamping your corporate

understanding across divisions and

structure? UAE laws set down a number

In a competitive market such as the UAE,

sub-divisions to manage expectations

of clauses that an organization needs to

corporations have to constantly analyze

flawlessly. Our M&A practice has handled

adhere to while Corporate Restructuring.

and modify their capital gains, risks and

domestic and cross border transactions
and our expertise extends beyond legal

SRIDEVI SIDHARTHAN
Pri ncipal Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
sri devi@mahmood h u s as ai n .n e t

consultations and counsel to facilitate
mergers and acquisitions.

PRIVATE EQUITY, INVESTMENT AND

MHLF services will ensure a smooth

JOINT VENTURES

investment portfolio.

legal transition for your manpower as

At MHLF, we recognize the risk faced

well as time to plan your strategy. Our

across sectors and territories when

services will include planning, advice

At MHLF, we specialize in all aspects

it comes to diversifying risks to raise

on legal requirements, ownership, and

of mergers and acquisitions and

capital. From structuring separate

operational and legal restructuring

general transactional work including

LLCs to drafting and implementing JV

to ensure that your overall corporate

specialized legal due diligence, share

agreements, we have the knowledge,

objective is achieved in line with the

sale and purchase contracts, shareholder

connection and resources to ensure

existing legal framework of UAE.

efficient facilitation of any private equity,

agreements, company charter
documents and petitions with

The strength of our team comes not

regulatory entities.

only from our in-depth knowledge

Transactions handled include cross-border

regulations, but also from our awareness

transactions, acquisitions or disposals of
businesses and companies based in the
GCC Region, mergers, consolidations, joint
ventures and strategic alliances. Hence,

and experience of regional laws and
of local regulatory practices achieved
through close working relationships with

investment or joint venture requirements
for your organization. We achieve reliable
and competitively focused outcomes
due to our thorough understanding of
regional legal issues and practical
know-how.

regulatory authorities and ministries.

we are a full-service law firm in the region
and are able to provide services from
market-leading litigation, employment,
property, IP and cross border transactions
to offer our clients an unparalleled suite of
specialist practice areas.
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G O V E R N M E N T P O L I C Y & R E G U L AT I O N S
As the UAE market expands and evolves

government policies and regulations

to meet the growing demands of

and a well-rounded approach to all

international and domestic businesses,

business segments.

government policies and regulations
evolve with it. This yields the need for
businesses to be consistently informed
on changes that can directly or indirectly
affect their activity in the region.

MOHAMMED EL-DAKAMAWY
Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
mohamed@mahmoodhussain.net

Our team of highly skilled lawyers, led
by the Mahmood Hussain Corporate
Division, are always at the forefront of
governmental developments, ensuring
that clients are in compliance with the
latest in policy and regulation reforms.
The division is regularly informed by
federal and state government authorities
such as the UAE Central Bank, The
Securities and Commodities Authority,
Dubai International Financial Center,
and the Abu Dhabi Global Market, thus
advising our clients accordingly.

PREVIOUS

The division has experience in reviewing
and drafting government regulation
and policy documents which gives us a
competitive edge in advising clients in
legal strategy and solutions involving the
same. Our areas of expertise include:
• Reviewing of relevant regulations and
documents
• Drafting of regulations, policies, white
papers
• Providing legal opinion on queries
raised by the client
• General advisory associated with the
subject area
With the upcoming Expo 2020 the
UAE government has been introducing

Our extensive experience in a wide

major reforms in legislation to invite

range of legal areas such as mergers

investment to the region. Our team are

& acquisitions, corporate structuring

up to date with all recent and anticipated

and restructuring, corporate

government activities, in order to

governance and more, provides us

provide our clients with consultation and

with thorough knowledge in relevant

strategies that exceed expectation.
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TELECOM & MEDIA & INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
TELECOM & MEDIA
The digital boom of recent years
has had an immense impact on
industries and businesses around the
world. With technology developing
at rapid speeds it is becoming more
and more important for companies

KUSHAGRA ARORA
Co - Founder and Par t n e r
+97 1 4 4228410
kushagra@mahmoodhussain.net

to stay relevant and informed on all
touchpoints. The telecommunications
and media industries have had to

these industries. With a local and

financial advantages.

international presence, the firm is
continuously informed on technological
developments on a global scale. This
puts our clients at an advantage, as
members from our team are always
ahead of leading developments,
keeping them informed on all fronts.
Each client is dealt with in a unique way
which caters exclusively to their needs.

of the pace. The blockchain, G5 and

We structure our relationships to meet

other technology platforms are the

the objectives of each while answering

game changer in the commerce world.

to a variety of budgets. The teams

and finance, provides legal advice
and guidance in the areas of media,
corporate communications, digital

PREVIOUS

both short and long term security and

consistently innovating to keep ahead

led by experts in media, technology

E xecutive Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
ta ha@mahmoodhu s as ai n .n e t

This process provides our clients with

innovation, leading the region in

redefine the way they operate, while

Mahmood Hussain Corporate Division,

TAHA SHARAF

The UAE has always been a hub for

allocated to each engagement are
assessed to ensure that appropriately
experienced members are used where
needed, maximizing achievement within
the means.

platforms, telecommunications, event

We remain heavily involved in our

management and regulatory concerns.

transactions from structure, to strategy,

The managing partner of the company

all the way through to implementation.

and head of the division has a proven

With consistent follow up we ensure

track record in managing, advising, and

that legal matters that arise or may

consulting commercial and corporate

arise, are highlighted in order achieve a

entities to keep clients up to speed.

smooth transition every step of the way.
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TELECOM & MEDIA & INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Some of the best restaurants, franchises,
banks or technology companies are
found in the UAE. However, with success

KUSHAGRA ARORA
Co - Founder and Par t n e r
+97 1 4 4228410
kushagra@mahmoodhussain.net

at the preliminary stages and place your
business strategically to best realize the
potential in the value of your intellectual
property rights.

comes the risk of your USPs being

MHLF ensures complete legal protection

imitated. Intellectual property is always

or the creation, invention, patent or

a matter of concern for individuals and

design of an idea or product for your

corporations. Hence, a well-conceived

corporation, literacy or artistic works. Our

and implemented Intellectual property
rights policy helps to protect the
domain of expertise and the furture
of organizations.

firm provides a full range of Intellectual
Property services including registration,
renewal, amendments, licensing patent
protection, enforcement and litigation,

We provide bespoke intellectual property

trademarks, copyright, industrial design

advisory services to best realize the

and portfolio management.

potential in the value of your intellectual
property rights.
Our thorough pre-filing service ensures
the availability of the trademark for
registration, providing an accurate,

TAHA SHARAF

organized start to the process.

E xecutive A ssoci ate
+97 1 4 4228410
ta ha@mahmoodh u s as ai n .n e t

Whether new to the region, expanding
your business presence online, or entering
into new commercial arrangements
in the UAE, we provide bespoke
intellectual property advisory services
to structure commercial arrangements
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CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING
Over the last few years, the UAE

We assist them in all contract

Some of the projects we have worked on

engineering and construction industry

interpretation and procedure aspects

include:

has been a key economic driver as the

throughout the course of the project.

country is always seeking to improve its

These include:

infrastructure.

Structuring and financing the project

•

Drafting contracts

•

Advising as the project continues

resolution and procurement issues.

•

Project completion advice

Our understanding of the law in this

•

Termination advise that extends to

Consultancy LLC (MHLF) offers the
construction and engineering sector clients

AYESHA ZIA

jurisdiction puts us at the forefront of
meeting their needs and interests. Due
to the sector’s diversity, our multilingual
experienced lawyers have helped us meet
their expectations.

sewerage systems and harbors
•

comprehensive services for their dispute

S e nior A ssociate
+97 1 4 4228410
ayesha@mahmoodhusasain.net

Infrastructure projects including
roads, dams, railways, water and

•

Mahmood Hussain Advocates and Legal

•

litigation and dispute resolution.

Residential developments especial
high rises

•

Retail and factory developments

•

Education facilities,

•

Hospitals and healthcare institutions

MHLF prides itself of unparalleled
expertise in the areas of environmental,
civil engineering, development,
infrastructure, and regeneration

Some of the clients we have successfully

litigation. We deal with both complex

represented include developers,

and high-profile deals.

contractors, financiers, project
consultants, and major sub-contractors.
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F R A N C H I S E & C O M PA N Y S E T U P
The vibrant business environment in

Franchises are a common phenomenon

The MHLF team has years of experience

the UAE, tourists seeking to buy from

in the UAE since it provides a good

and understands the legal issues

familiar brands, and the multicultural

market for investors willing to test

associated with owning a franchise and

population makes the UAE a fertile

their products in a diverse population.

the relationship that ensues between the

franchising ground.

Some of the common international

two parties.

The prospect of expanding businesses
drives brand owners to the UAE while the

SRIDEVI SIDHARTHAN
Pri ncipal Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
sri devi@mahmood h u s as ai n .n e t

local community benefits from operating
their own business.

brands include restaurants, coffee
shops, hotels, restaurants, food and
beverage companies, ice cream shops,
cloth designers, etc. The businesses are
branded with international trademarks

THE COMMERCIAL AGENCIES LAW

We build long-term relationships with our
franchise clients in the quest to ensure
we deliver innovative and creative legal
services throughout every growth stage.

and provide international
quality products.

This is a law considered in the case of
franchise arrangements. For a contract

The legal team at Mahmood Hussain

to apply;

Advocates and Legal Consultancy LLC
believe that franchising will continue to

•

•

•

A UAE national must be the owner of

be a huge investment opportunity. It

the company or be an entity owned

will benefit both the local investors and

entirely by UAE nationals.

global investors as they seek to expand

Exclusivity of the relationship is

their markets.

a must either to the territory or a

The Mahmood Hussain Advocates and

specific product.

Legal Consultancy LLC has a dedicated

The relationship between the two
parties must be registered.

franchise team uniquely positioned to
help you make your business dream a
reality. We guide you from the structuring
to managing and growing the franchise.
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F A M I LY & P E R S O N A L S T A T U S
With a multitude of citizens from different

We handle cases with children with

nationalities and a huge expat population,

utmost care to intelligently guard their

we ensure that clients know their rights.

feelings and prevent them from being

We provide advice that ensures a smooth

scarred for life.

transaction in case of estate disposals
or divorce.

ELSAYED MOHAMED
Associate Partner
+97 1 4 4228410
sayyed@mahmood h u ss ai n .n e t

Hiring the team at MHLF ensures that
we find all assets and income one of

If you are considering getting a divorce

the partners may be trying to hide. We

or dealing with family matters, then

listen to and decide on child support and

Mahmood Hussain Advocates and Legal

visitation rights. If the talks fail, then we

Consultancy LLC is your answer. We listen

help you get to trial.

to you and then provide you with advice
on how to solve the issue.

Family matters can be very sensitive
such that leaked information can tun

We try to ensure that all family disputes

into huge scandals and front-page news

are handled either via mediation,

on local dailies. To avoid this, cases are

negotiation, litigation, or collaboration.

handled intelligently to avoid putting
the family through

MOHAMMED ELSAYED
Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
mohammed@mahmoodhussain.net
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E M P L OY M E N T & L A B O U R L AW
The UAE, and especially Dubai has one

The Mahmood Hussain Advocates and

of the highest number of foreign and

Legal Consultancy LLC has experience

professional skilled workers who come in

and expertise in handling cases related

search of career activities.

to contracts, workplace disputes, unfair

Our firm represents both the
employers and employees in a bid to
ensure they both minimize litigation

GLORIA ESTOLANO
Strategic Partner Em ploy ment Law
+97 1 4 4228410
gl o ria@mahmood h u ss ai n .n e t

risks. We seek to find ways to solve

or wrongful termination, employee
incentives, protecting client information,
regulatory issues, employee data
protection, and discrimination.

these matters cost-effectively using

We provide personal solutions to unique

arbitration, and mediation.

situations. This allows us to customize our
services to meet the needs of our clients.

AHMED ELMAHDY
Associate
+97 1 4 4228410
ahmed@mahmoodhussain.net
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
The UAE has grown into an international

Our corporate legal consultants make

business hub, attracting investors and

it a priority to keep clients closely

owners from all over the world to make

involved in all areas of a particular

it home to their businesses. This has

transaction allowing for a smooth

generated the need for a diverse range

transition from start to finish. Keeping

of financial services that cater to both

ourselves up to date with market

local and international clientele.

developments goes hand in hand with

Our legal experts at MHLF provide

HAFIDH THANI
Ma naging Partne r
+97 1 4 4228410
h a fidh@mahmood h u ss ai n .n e t

our success in this area of expertise.

specialized analysis and strategic

In anticipation of Expo 2020 in the

advisory on financial lending, acquisition

UAE, various financial models are being

finance, project finance, and a multitude

experimented with to answer to the

of structured finance transactions.

growing investment requirements.

We have an in depth understanding

Our team of legal professionals are

on licensing requirements, laws, and

equipped to offer consultation to a vast

regulations that pertain to the financial

array of businesses, big or small, on how

service sector.

they can achieve their financial goals.

With extensive knowledge and

We carefully select the legal teams

experience in these subject areas, our

we allocate to each financial service

team of professionals come equipped

transaction, keeping in mind the

to provide support and guidance in

objectives and seniority of the staff

regulatory requirements for obtaining

required to deliver successful results.

financial licenses, always keeping our
client’s interests in mind.
In recent years MHLF lawyers have
provided consultation on the regulations
for financial services in DIFC and ADGM.
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C R I M I N A L L AW
Being involved in a criminal law case

Our criminal law representatives

in the UAE requires the support of

have various areas of expertise to

legal professionals who have extensive

include security fraud, embezzlement,

experience with the local justice system.

corporate fraud and money laundering.

The MHLF Criminal Law department is

We cater to both local and international

led by the Litigation team who respond

clients in support of any of the above-

to any case related to filing a complaint

mentioned services.

at the police station, transferring the

FATIMA HUSSAIN
Pa rtner Designate
+97 1 4 4228410
fatima@mahmood h u ss ai n .n e t

complaint to public prosecutions, or it’s
transfer to the courts.

Our legal teams are fluent in Arabic,
English, Persian, and Urdu, covering a
large part of the population’s language

Our team of experts also represent clients

requirement, and providing speakers

in civil and commercial criminal law cases

the comfort of communicating in their

when needed.

mother tongue.

Communication is key when working

No matter what the case, MHLF

a criminal law case, which is why our

associates create legal strategies to

lawyers put an emphasis on working

reinforce and protect our client’s rights

closely with clients, to provide legal

while ensuring successful results inside

opinions, updates, and a detailed

and outside of the courts.

explanation on all procedures.

OMAR ABOU RESLAN

Members from our devoted legal team are

Executive A ssoci ate
+97 1 4 4228410
o m ar@mahmoodh u s as ai n .n e t

committed to being available in courts at
any given moment; we meet with judges,
present valid arguments before them, and
submit our client memorandums before
the courts. While drafting memorandums,
we are in close conversation with clients
for detailed reviews and feedback.
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C O N TA C T U S
DUBAI ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Mahmood Hussain Advocates
& Legal Consultancy LLC,
Bay Square Bldg No 12,
Office 303-305,
P.O. Box : 233066,
Business Bay,

+971 4 4228410

ABU DHABI ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

Mahmood Hussain Advocates and
Legal Consultancy –
Branch of Abu Dhabi 1,
Etihad Tower 3, Office 1406,
Corniche Road, Abu Dhabi, UAE

+971 2 5466775
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